
24 Robe miniPointes for Sound Stylists

Sound Stylist’s Decent Vusimuzi “Vusi” and
Obakeng Pati “Bucks”

Rental Company Sound Stylists have acquired 24 new Robe miniPointe’s from DWR Distribution which will be
used at their branches in Durban and Cape Town.

The new fixtures are not only able to produce sharp beams and aerial effects in smaller venues, but have the
necessary punch to work hard in large venues too.

“This dynamic beam, wash and effect fixture has a host of features and we can’t wait to exceed all
expectations when we use them at our next show,” commented Estelle Galloway from Sound
Stylists. “We were pleasantly surprised by the smooth and even wash, in any of its 13 colours,
created by the miniPointe’s variable frost filter. The possibilities are endless with the new Mini
Pointe and its output is far greater than one would expect from such a tiny light. Weighing only 13
kg, it proves that dynamite truly comes in small packages!”

DWR sales team, Schalk Botha and Nicolet Britz, agree. “The Robe miniPointe is small, compact and creates
brilliant air or beam effects,” commented Schalk. “It consumes low power yet has a high output lamp that will last
6 000 hours. It is cost effective to run and maintain, it has a unique dual linear prism for stunning moon flower
effects.”

The striking flower affect is created by a static gobo wheel pattern which can be multiplied by innovative dynamic
flower effect (DFE).

These units will be added to the ever growing fleet of Robe fixtures based in Durban and Cape Town.

Please contact the following for quotes:

Durban- Belinda e-mail: belinda@soundstylists.co.za

Cape Town- Estelle e-mail:  estelle@soundstylists.co.za

About the Robe miniPointe
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The new miniPointe® is a tiny agile air cutter specifically designed to produce sharp beam and aerial effects
especially in venues constrained by size.

Striking bright 2.5° parallel beams with glowing colours and static gobo wheel patterns can be multiplied by
innovative dynamic flower effect (DFE™) producing various different shapes of flower beams DFE™
dynamically changing in the air.

Fine tuned short arc of the Osram Sirius HRI 140 W RO lamp and optimized optical system pushes with ease
through haze and fog.

Smooth variable frost filter and any one of the 13 rich colours is instantly ready to create a smooth instantly
ready to create smooth even wash, extending the feature set of this petite but powerful Beam, Wash and Effect
fixture.
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